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Lirian forces have struck a
decisive blow against the
Venkrestran invaders in
Acria. Following on the
heels of relentless pressure
from the Winter campaign,
Lord General Henry
Pemberton thoroughly
routed a major Venkestran
army after a lengthy battle
just ten miles outside of
the capitol, Masuria. The
engagement is reported to
have lasted for over thirteen hours amidst brutal
close quarters fighting and
rough terrain. Superior
Lirian technology is credited with helping to secure
the victory. In a statement
to the public, Her Majesty
Queen Lira VII congratulated Lord Pemberton on
his service to the Crown
and reaffirmed Her commitment to driving the
Venkess from the Acrian
territories.
Nearly 2,000 Queen’s Oz
were collected at the auction held in Copper Brook
during this Winter’s Feast
of Tamborous. All proceeds
were donated towards support of the Acrian refugees
adversely affected by the
ongoing war in their homeland. Among the items sold
at auction were rare military curios, a collection of
fine teas and an artifact of
the tragic Callahan family.
Lord Andrew Marshall
donated an additional
2,000 Queen’s Oz from his
estate towards the support
of the Acrian relief effort.
A brief ceremony in honor
of his humanitarian accomplishments is scheduled to be held.
The Fairfield Academic
Library of Iron City is to
be unveiled in the coming
days. The proprietors of
the Cog & Sprocket have
graciously agreed to host
the collection until a more
permanent setting can be
found. The founding collection is expected to consist of less than a hundred
volumes, but it is anticipated to grow substantially
in the coming months. All
residents will be welcome
to peruse the Library’s
volumes at their leisure.
In addition, the services of
the Designate Librarian
will be made available to
qualified scholars.
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Master artillerist Nicholas already broken ground and Reports from the Lirian
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A Letter to the
Devout Community of
Iron City
By Abigail Mayhew,
Bishop of Whitechapel
Followers of Orpha, these
times we live in are dark.
Anathame, the monsters of
ancient tails and our darkest nightmares walk among
us, disrupting The Cycle.
Heretics are rampant, disguised by day as citizens of
our communities, living
and working among us.
Some are corrupted by ignorance, unaware of their
blasphemous actions. Others have grown lazy in
their faith, pulled away by
the temptations of secular
life. Worst of all are those
heretics who are complicit,
continuing their blaspheme
knowing that it is wrong.
They seek out the dark
places, Collaborators working against their creator to
end The Cycle and our
world. All of these heretics
are corrupting our society,
our faith and our souls.
Followers of Orpha, now
more than ever, it is important for us to remain strong
in our faith. We must
stand against Anathame,
Collaborators, and heretics
and proclaim our faith tot
het world. Now you may
ask yourselves what can we
simple fold do against such
great evil? I say to you that
even the smallest candle, lit
on the darkest night will
provide light and if hundreds or thousands of small
candles are lit, even the
darkest night can be made
bright. We must call on the
wisdom and guidance given
to us by The Triad to lead
the world into a spiritual
age of light and reason.
Followers of Orpha, to do
this we must turn back to
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we owe worship not just to that we may live.
Followers of Orpha, if we
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ship The Triad and follow creep into the hearts of souls are secured passage to
The Cycle. Slippery is the even the most observant of The Kingdom on the Other
slope that leads to a secular our faith. We must remem- Side of Night. As these
life, lazy in faith that ber what Orpha has taught heretics are cured of their
squanders a soul. To Barem us about excess; that it is blasphemous ways, it will
we must also give his due. wrong to have too much become easier to distinW e when others do not have guish them from the
enough. We must remember that life is sacred, that wicked ones who knowwe have responsibilities in ingly work against The
creating it, and in preserv- Triad and The Cycle. These
ing it. Murder and violence we must cast out, to protect
weigh heavily on a soul our communities and chilbefore Orpha’s judgement dren from their influence.
and we must not abide Heretics who resist educathem here in our communi- tion in the faith must be
ties. Neglect and abuse in cleansed and put before
word or deed, toward man Orpha for judgment. Only
or beast, shall also not be then can we ensure that
tolerated for it is not the their wickedness does not
way to honor The Triads spread like a cancer
gifts. Greed and jealousy through this blessed land.
too, should be cast out of We must stand by The
our hearts. How can one Triad, as they will ever
pay proper homage to The stand by us. Praise Orpha.
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